A robot system equipped with an overhead CCD camera which is able to recognize, track and zoom an arbitrary 3-D object traveling at unknown velocities has been built. The problem of on-line visual tracking is formulated as a problem of combining sensor control with computer vision. For image processing, a motion and shape derivation based on eigenvalue problem in object covariance matrices is proposed to estimate an unknown moving object with low computational cost as well as noise detection. The object size, a major shape information for zoom control, is evaluated from the optimized maximum eigenvalues. In the sensor control part, an organic path planning of a pipe-line process between image processing and camera motion control is designed by using the prediction of position error and the feedback of camera motion. The performance of the proposed algorithm has been tested on Sun SS2, a controllable zoom-lens and RV-M1 robot arm, and the experimental results show that the proposed system is valid for numerous kind of moving object with 1.60sec system sampling period.
Introduction
An important component of a robot vision system is the acquisition, processing, and interpretation of the available sensory information. At lower level, the sensing information is used to derive control signals to drive the robot, and at a higher level this information is used to create models of the system and the environment. The sensory information can be obtained through a variety of sensors such as position, velocity, distance, force, and vision. In this paper, the use of vision for dynamically servoing a manipulator for object tracking and zooming is proposed. Specifically, we claim that the function of zoom control is added to the visual tracking control, so we called it an advanced tracking system. The advanced tracking can be represented as more effective and accurate robot vision algorithms which allow the system to achieve the acceptable performance of the object measurement or recognition. propose using the sum-of-squared differences (SSD) When applying to a specific security zone or an unmanned factory, the visual sensing system needs large time elapse of waiting the object appearance.
Moreover, a number of cameras should be required on large scale area, but it has also limitation. This paper describes an adaptive visual tracking system capable of zoom function in time varying environment. eigenvectors of a covariance matrix that consists of shape distribution of the moving object. However the primitive image has several problems such as much noise, multiple objects, and so on. Here a tentative algorithm to cope with noise emergence is also developed with a heuristic evaluation method which determines the optimized object shape by recursive noise detection.
In control strategy, pipe-line process between image processing and camera motion control is designed to simultaneously drive two processes by the path planning by the predicted object trajectory and the feedback of sensor motions. As the result, the sensing system enables to lessen the system sampling period to nearly 60% in our experiment. The functional architecture of the sensing system is depicted in a flow chart of Fig. 2 . To prove the efficiency of system, several experimentation is applied to either walking human or moving toy in virtual security zone.
The rest of the paper is devoted to the description of our algorithms and is organized as follows: In Section 2, we review the definition of the analysis of image by eigenvalues problem, and propose a determination of object motion and shape features. The mathematical formulation of the visual tracking problem is described in Section 3. Section 4 describes experimental results and considerations. Finally, the paper is summarized in Section 5. Fig. 1 The manipulator of the advanced tracking system with the function of pan/tilt and zoom control In this control issues, the focal length is simultaneously varied for the well-posed object size, which is controlled in combination with the desired object size of operator and the condition of object motion.
Moreover, the parallel process between image processing and sensor control is designed by prediction of object position and feedback of previous motion. of result by serial processing is described in Fig. 4 (a).
In this study, however, the features detection and camera control is simultaneously processed like pipeline to lessen the system sampling period. The required object position is predicted from previous feature information and feedback of control output, and is defined by In order to prove the efficiency of the sensing system, a automobile polygon toy and a walking man were experimented on the sensing system in in-door mm, 7.1 meters departed from camera sensor, has been moving with 0.24m/sec in speed on the irregular floor. The desired object size a is given 150 pixel. shows an example in steady state on tracking and confidence is well matched in zoom strategy, the size moving object was able to be appropriately corresponded into operator's desired size 150, as Fig. 7 (a).
The detected object size, however, has fluctuated in high magnified state, due to high sensitivity in focal length of zoom-lens more than 30mm as Fig. 5 , and the improvement to cope with sensitivity is also required. Assuming an object has either high speed or random motions, the object is apt to be deviated from the screen. In that case, tracking the object with wide zoom range, so called zoom-out, is required for safety based on image understanding strategy. Fig. 7 (b) shows the tracking results of camera angles, pan and tilt, based on parallel path planning. In this experiment, the tracking deviations of the experiment are confirmed that most objects which angular velocity is 45km/h at 100m distant from the sensor.
As the same manner, as tracking experiment is performed on human body who was commonly working aroud the tracking sensor in the laboratory. On the other hand, the depth of focus comes to be shallow (sensitive) according to the magnification of the object by zoom-in. Therefore, the focusing level based on the distance between object and camera is fixed as an initial system parameter so that images are not blurred. However a function of self-focusing is advantageous to apply to an object motion which varies the distance from camera. In the proposed image processing, the self-focusing should be stopped when two successive images are sampled.
Although the system sampling period can be improved by the higher hardware performance, this control scheme attempts to lessen the system sampling period by parallel process. Experimental results
show that the proposed system is robust to detect the motion and feature of an object in spite of noise emergence and is valid for several kinds of a moving object in real scene. However the current system is based on the assumption that one vision sensor performs to track only one object by sensor motion while an uncertain object is appeared on stationary scene.
For selecting a desirable/dominant object out of multitude in the field of view, there are also needed some provisions such as image understanding strategy or human's instructions, etc., but no provision in the current system.
Conclusions
An advanced on-line visual sensing system has been presented. First, the image processing to detect the object motion and shape has been discussed, and then the advanced camera sensor control was also proposed. The real-time image processing utilizing the eigenvalues problem was able to reduce not only noise but computational cost, and to be improved for the accurate object shape with evaluating the shape confidence iteratively. Moreover, using prediction of object position error and feedback of sensor control, the organic path planning was facilitated to parallel process between image processing and sensor control.
Experiments using several kinds of moving models 
